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FOOD FADS AND FACTS

Folk lore and fancies about food flourish today, as they always have.

But the modern science of nutrition is exploding these old-fashioned ideas

according to
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"Though these fads have served to make us diet conscious, they are

not reliable guides to well-balanced meals," explains. "A

fundamental knowledge of nutrition is our best protection against false

ideas about food."

On the other hand, she says that a little knowledge may be a dangerous

tool, when it's twisted around to back up extravagant claims for certain food,

a special diet, or a "nutritive" preparation. Only too often scientific

words are used to cover up ideas that have no foundation in fact.

"Ours is the first generation that has a chance to make use of the new

scientific facts about food," says. "We don't have the whole

story yet. But it is encouraging to see how much American people already

know about food, what it does for the body; why we must have certain vita-

mins and minerals; how much we need of the various food elements to help

keep us physically fit.

"Of course, some food fads are harmless. But some of them throw

our diets off balance. They may raise our food bill. Or they may steer

us away from the food values we really need."

concludes, "You'll be farther ahead if you
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follow the principles designed to promote good nutrition, than to follow

the fads and fashions that change with the season,"
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